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Exposing The Shekinah
The Shekinah is simply a metaphor for the energy of the 22 Hebrew letters and their
arrangements. This is why the Shekinah is symbolized as the bell, light and the Ain Soph. Its the
vibration which is light and how this is generated on the astral the Ain Sop. This is why
Shekinah generates YHVH in Kabballah the energy of the vibration of the Hebrew letters
generates the consciousness of the energy, YHVH. Hence the basic meaning of Shekinah being
the "Dwelling of YHVH".
This is why the Jews wear the black box on the left arm the left symbolizes where the power
comes from in Judaism the Shekinah the power of vibration is considered feminine of the left in
the ancient world where this was stolen and corrupted from. The doving the rocking back and
forth and pelvic thrusting the Jews do when they wear the black boxes on the head and arm
when they pray to unite with the Shekinah is just a yogic technique they stole out of the east it
opens up the flow of energy up the spine and thought the soul to put more energy into the
Hebrew curses they read off. Its simple the higher energy flow creates a higher level of energy
into the mental and spoken aspects of the ritual. The ability to speak mantra's and manifest
them with the power of the voice is called the Vak Siddhi in the east this is when the throat
chakra is transformed into a much higher level of power its the Siddhi connected to this chakra.
The black boxes relate to the Shema prayer which is the energy field they have created with the
Hebrew letters its connected to the name Shekinah.
The name Shekinah shows everything. The She is from the Shin letter and Kinah means gold in
the ancient languages and still in the eastern ones where the most ancient Jewish communities
are. The gold is the description of the light of creation of the letters and the Shin is what the
letters create. Shin is the letter that is the symbol of YHVH's destruction of Gentiles and YHVH's
power of destruction and conquest of the Gentiles. No mistake the Shekinah's actual meaning is
YHVH's destructive power towards Gentiles. This connects to the Mezuzah the Jew's put on
their door posts which has the Shin letter on it which relates to when YHVH murdered all the
first born Gentile children of Egypt the Jews put the blood on the door post. The deeper
meaning of the murder of the first born is the total extermination of all Gentiles in the ancient
world the first born inherit and carry on the family establishment thus to kill the first born is
symbolic of total destruction of the entire family line total extermination of Gentiles. The Shin
letter relates to the events of YHVH's destruction of Gentiles thought out the Torah. That
allowed the Jews to gain the upper hand over Gentile Nations.
The important thing is the image the Rabbi's use to show their YHVH the god form the letters
power is shown to be a golden chain which each link being one of the 22 Hebrew letters. This is
how they show the Shekinah and this is what they describe over and over how they are binding
and cursing the Gentiles the golden chain with the Hebrew letters is the symbol in Judaism of
cursing and binding of the Gentiles. The entire purpose of Hebrew is to do this to Gentiles. This
is why the ancient Roman and Greek leaders who where adepts in spiritual knowledge banned
the Torah and ordered the Torah scrolls destroyed and worked to destroy Judaism as the antiGentile criminal organization it always has been. This is also why the Jewish Talmud forbids the

Jews to communicate the truth about Judaism to the Gentiles as the Talmud states this would
condemn all Jews to death. Why do you think that could be.
If one reads the Bible the Jewish character of Jesus is shown as the Shekinah in the book of
Matthew. Which shows the purpose of Christianity and what it gives the Jews. The collective
mental and spiritual energy of two billion Gentiles to merge into the energy of the Shekinah and
manifest it thought into the material world. The Bible ends with the Jewish character of Jesus
returning and bringing total destruction to all Gentiles on this earth and building the Jewish
global kingdom in which he rules with the 12 tribes of Israel as their Kingly Messiah.
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